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ABSTRACT

The Edoofa (Education for all) scholarship program under Anhad Edutrain is a package of various

services that have been formulated especially for under developed countries like Nigeria,

Ghana ,Malawi, Bhutan etc. The student base has been divided into four categories:

1. High on education and high on funds

2. High on education and low on funds

3. Low on education and low on funds

4. Low on education and high on funds

For Edoofa the ideal market is that of those who are high on education and low on funds as they are

eager to study abroad but are looking for cheaper options. In the African subcontinent there are a lot

many students that lie in this category who are passionate but do not find the right resources in their

country to pursue their higher education. The Edoofa scholarship program aimed to identify

students like these and provide them affordable and quality higher education which which not only

help them attain a degree but will also help them become employable.The following were my

responsibilities as an intern at Edoofa:

Sales Closures: As an intern my major responsibility was to work on sales closure along with the

Key Account Management team. Working on closures meant to conduct University session with the

enrolled students, issuing their Letters of Intent from various Universities and then guiding them

about the various payment options that they could use in order to complete their

registration.Working on closures also involved interacting with the parents or sponsors of the

student in so that they would be convinced regarding the program.and would complete the payment.



Sales Closure

Develop Comprehensive Project Plans: In the Key Account Management team at Edoofa my

main focus was to develop comprehensive project plans to increase the sales after the enrollment

process of students.Apart from this my other responsibilities were to take interactive University

sessions on behalf of the universities that have a tie up with Edoofa. These University sessions were

meant to check the calibre of the student and also ensure that the student was capable enough to

enter the given University.

Ambassador Connect: Establishing relationship with the enrolled students so that they can help in

referral generation. In order to achieve the referral generation target, my role was to initiate an

ambassador task for the students who showed interest in leadership roles. Formalizing new tasks to

increase engagement of enrolled students was also one of the task that I has to carry out. Once the

contact details of the referral were received, the lead was allotted to a counselor. Drafting various

strategies for referral generation like conducting sessions in various shools of the African

subcontinent by the help of the ambassadors.



Ambassador of Edoofa

SLC Class Designing: I was also responsible for drafting the content for the various SLC(SEELS

Learning Centre) Classes. This involved writing content that would prove to be beneficial for the

students. After drafting the content the video had to be recorded regarding the same and it was

edited by me. The Class was to be shared with all the students along with an assignment that would

ensure improvement in their skills. It was under my authority to Keep a track of all the responses

and ensuring that all the students actively participated.A set of Classes covering various topics like

exploring your educational destination, requirement of 21st century skills, the meaning of Edoofian

were developed by me for greater student engagement.

Video Editing for SLC Classes



Marketing Content: In the area of marketing, my role was to establish a rapport with the student

ambassadors and encourage them to write google reviews that would help Edoofa to increase their

rating. Along with this I also developed a task wherein the students were required to record a video

regarding their experience with Edoofa. I also designed scholarship cards for students who had

performed well under the Earn While You Learn Program. This proved to be a great tool for the

sales team.

Interview Analysis: Apart from this analyzing the interviews of the day was a major task, as it

helped to identify the potential customer and also predict the likeliness to pay. This analysis also

helped to counter the student in case he failed to make the payment.

Detailed Interview Report

Data Analysis: Data analysis on a regular basis was an important part of tracking the overall

performance. A few metrics that were used by the Key Account Management were ‘stuck’, ‘dead’,

‘in process’ etc. This helped to quantify students falling in each bucket and plan the further action.
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Chapter – 1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of finding the opportunity for quality college education is faced by millions of students

each year. Another problem they face is that of funds for their education.Even if they are able to

solve the above problems getting industry exposure and learning skills for the job market remains a

being hurdle in their education. All students seek a platform where they can find a solution to their

problems without being fooled. Countries which face these problems are Ghana, Nigeria, Zimbabwe

and Bhutan. Various patterns and reasons have been observed as to why countries like these are not

able to provide quality education to their students. Some of them have been mentioned below

 Rampant corruption in the education sector – Seats in the universities are usually bought by

money and are not awarded based on merit.

 There are often strikes in Universities for indefinite time and because of this the degree

courses are delayed by a couple of years(1-2 years).

 The course material in not in accordance with the wit current market scenario and the courses

are very niche and are not able to provide employability in the global market.

 Students are often sold dead-end courses which have no real life application. Eg. Aquaculture

and Bee keeping.

The major problem in Bhutan is that of employability after degree courses. Education in provided

for free to all Bhutanese students till class 12th and after that there are very few colleges that are

funded by the government and provide high quality job linked education, students who are not able

to get admission in these universities either dropout and start doing odd jobs or start studying in

universities that are not even equipped with proper infrastructure like labs, libraries etc. They

remaining few who are privileged enough decide to move out of the country for higher education.A

large number of students from such countries migrate across the globe in search of a high quality

education .

USA is one the major global destination that attracts students for higher education. Millions of

dollars are spent by students to study in the USA every year, this is done by by taking up loans.

Because of this in the year 2018 there were 44.2 million borrowers with student loan in the USA b

the year 2018. A staggering 75% of the students studying in USA have taken a student loan.[10]The

average student debt in the United States is $32,731.The total amount of this loan lies somewhere
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between $902 Billion and $1 Trillion. Such problems exist in other countries as well. The cost of

education accompanied with the cost of living in countries like Canada, UK, Germany, China and

Australia is exorbitantly high and many students find it very difficult to bear this cost. The tuition

fees for 2017/18 at average in these countries is $9,970 for state residents, and $25,620 for everyone

else.Majority of students find is difficult to take care of this cost.

This is where EDOOFA steps in. EDOOFA is an asset-lite university or it can be even called a

parallel university which does not have its own infrastructure or staff but has a strong presence in

them. EDOOFA helps students to get scholarships in Universities of India. A major factor that sets

Edoofa apart is that along with scholarships it provides online internships and jobs that help

students to reduce their tuition fees. Students who study in countries like UK, USA and Canada

have to do menial jobs in order to make end meet. These jobs help the students financially but do

not add to their skill set. Students studying with the Edoofa program learn skills l like digital

marketing, sales, data entry, market research, survey, user acquisition, customer acquisition,

community building,graphic designing, content writing, blogging and a few more. These jobs

enable students to get practical exposure and equip them with the required 21st century skills.

For foreign students who wish to get their higher education in India EDOOFA brings a great

opportunity. In India the average cost of higher education is around $6,000 to $8,000 per year which

is inclusive of the tuition and hostel fees. Through the EDOOFA scholarship program the cost

reduces to $2,000 to $3,000 per year which is inclusive of the tuition fees, food and hostel fees

along with the other university charges.

Figure1. Edoofa Overview
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Chapter-2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Quantitative data analysis tool:Microsoft Excel

Two major reasons for adopting Microsoft Excel are:

 Convinience

 Cost

 Integration into Microsoft Office

Excel is used for data entry,presentation and manupulation of data along with a set of statistical

functions that help to perform various analysis on the data. This analysis helps in business research

and management. Microsoft excel incorporates a large number of tools that will help to perform

data analysis on a regular basis. Excel provides the option to apply filters to data that can be further

used to sort and arrange data.Microsoft Excel provides a provides a set of tools namely Data

analysis tool pack, statistical functions,pivot tables and charts.

Data can be entered manually of entered dynamically through the various forms that are shared with

the customers.One the data is entered, the following two things need to be done:

Allocate Column Header

The coulumns need to given a unique header name so that they can be easily identified while

entering new data. Also Microsoft excel given the liberty to freeze a few column that help us to

filter data accordingly.

Allocate each case with a unique ID

Every dataset can be allocated with a unique id that will help to identify data later on in time.

After the data has been entered, it shall be prepared for data analysis.

Once our data is entered you can prepare the data for analysis. Various functions like SUM, ,MEAN,

AVERAGE, COUNT ec can be used.
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2.2 Effective marketing techniques

It becomes very necessary for any business to devise effective marketing techniques that will help

reuce the marketing cost but at the same time increase the customet base. Understanding the

following concepts is very necessary to develop effective marketing techniques:

 Understand the demographics of the customer base

 Surrounding and environment of the customers

 What would interest them the mos in your product

 What need does your product fulfil

 The background of the customers

Various Marketing tools that can be used are:

Google Reviews

Any person before trying out a new product always goes through the reviews posted by the people

who have used the product or service. Google reviws provide an efficient platform to any business

to ensure that people post their reviws which indirectly results in incresing the customer base. It is

important for any business to ensure that they keep a check on the reviews posted and reply to the

customers who seem to be disatisfied cutomers and promise a better delivery.

Content Marketing

An advantage of content marketing is that it creates long term effects and benefits. Content

marketing aims to create and distribute relevant content about your business in order to atract a

greter audience and increse revenue. The amount spent on content marketing is very low and

definitely creates a larger impact.It not only includes blogs but also online courses, videos, podcasts

etc.

E- Mail Marketing.

Email acts as the most construvtive way of interacting with new or existing customers. People might

not be influenced by visiting the website, a persionalized message alwys proves to be more

interactive. Email marketing begins with lead management followed by framing a powerful

message that describes what is in store for the customer.Benefits of email marketing include:
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 Easy automation

 Effective and immediate communication

 No setup cost involved

 Efficient tracking

2.3 Customer Satisfaction in any business

For any business it is very necessary to ensure that the customers are satisfies with their product and

services. It acts a major factor in the determination of the success of a business. Customer

satisfaction is important because it provides marketers and business owners with a metric that they

can use to manage and improve their businesses.

Some reasons which tell us why customer satisfaction is so important.

 It’s a leading indicator of consumer repurchase intentions and loyalty

 It’s a point of differentiation

 It reduces customer churn

 It increases customer lifetime value

 It reduces negative word of mouth

 It’s cheaper to retain customers than acquire new ones

Figure 2. Customer satisfaction model
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2.4 The golden circle by Simon Sinek

The Golden Circle Theory by Simon Senik attempts to explain the reason behind seccessful

opration of particular organizations and how they are able to influence and differentiate their

approach from others. The fact that follows this theory is that human respond best to the messages

that affect the part of their brain that coordinated their behaviour, emotions and decision making.

Why

Sinek clarifies that WHY is presumably the most significant message that an association or

individual can impart as this is the thing that motivates others to be active. WHY is the means by

which you clarify your motivation and the reason you exist and act as you do. Sinek's hypothesis is

that effectively imparting the enthusiasm behind the WHY is an approach to speak with the

audience's limbic cerebrum. This is the piece of our life systems that forms emotions, for example,

trust and devotion - just as basic leadership.

Effectively articulating your 'WHY' is an extremely significant approach to speak with different

people, characterize your specific incentive and motivate them to act. Sinek's hypothesis is that

imparting 'Why' takes advantage of the piece of the audience's cerebrum that impacts conduct. This

is the reason the Golden Circle is viewed as such a powerful hypothesis of the initiative. At an

authoritative dimension, imparting your 'WHY' is the premise of a solid incentive that will separate

your image from others. He gives the case of Apple and how it has been able to cater to the WHY

among people's mind.

How

The association's 'The manner by which' components may incorporate their qualities or qualities that

they feel separate themselves from others in the market.. Sinek's view is that 'HOW' informing is

additionally ready to speak with the limbic mind - the significant part that oversees conduct and

feeling. Yet, his sentiment is that associations would improve to improve how they articulate their

'WHY', notwithstanding 'HOW'.

What

It's genuinely simple for any pioneer or association to explain 'WHAT' they do. This can be

communicated as the items an organization sells or the administrations it offers. For an individual, it
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would be their activity title. Sinek contends that 'WHAT' informing just connects with the neocortex

- the piece of our mind that is normal. His contention is that this piece of the mind is to a lesser

extent a driver of basic leadership than the limbic cerebrum: the part that 'WHY' and 'HOW'

achieves better. Effective individuals and associations express why they do what they do as opposed

to concentrating on what they do.

A few faultfinders contend that Sinek's model is in reality simply reflecting enthusiasm.

Enthusiastic pioneers and energetic associations express their dedication and excitement truly, and

this is the thing that rouses others instead of the way wherein they communicate. Different

faultfinders contend that Sinek's model suggests people don't utilize their reason at all when

deciding, which is far from being obviously true.

Figure 3. The Golden Circle
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2.5 Understanding factors on the customer intention behavior through Facebook commerce a
conceptual model

Published Journal:International Symposium on Technology Management and Emerging
Technologies

Published Year: 2014

In this paper, creators researched the Facebook clients conduct parameters that have an impact over

the clients service searching goal on Facebook business whereby the quantity of Facebook clients is

expanded each day and a ton of individuals invest a ton of energy in Facebook. In this way, it is a

paradise of advertise for e-broker and it is critical to comprehend the conduct of this kind of clients

for being fruitful. The examine concentrated on the advancement of research model to test the effect

of Facebook clients' expectation conduct factors through service searching on Facebook. The

writing survey was done to investigate the work done on social trade and Facebook business. The

writers recognize the issue that Facebook with a 1.11billion clients around the world, can be

portrayed as an "advertiser's shelter" though just 10% of retailers sold through Facebook, and 24%

had not made a Facebook page. So as to accomplish them, a explore model is recommended that

every factor recognized by writing survey and inside and out meeting.

The various factors that hav been identified as determinants of marketing are:

 Attitude toward behavior Factors:

 Subjective norm

 Perceived behavioral control

 Behavioral intention

2.6 Essential Tips For Business Storytelling

2.6.1 Set The Parameters

Your business story ought to lock in. Be that as it may, in the event that it doesn't have a reasonable
center, you'll rapidly lose the consideration of shoppers. Set up setting directly off the bat.

2.6.2 Be Authentic

Legitimate narrating is vital to picking up shopper trust. Try not to endeavour to trick your
gathering of people with a ludicrous story. Clients know when you attempt to double-cross them,
and they don't value it.
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Your business' story shouldn't be detailed. Truth be told, if your business doesn't have a notable
history, your story shouldn't endeavour to make one. A real story is bound to associate with buyers
than one without a sliver of truth.

Straightforwardness commends your uniqueness and recognizes the human part of your image.
Perceive that things are not in every case simple by appearing own difficulties and disappointments.
This makes a passionate association, just as uncovers chief naval officer attributes, similar to
development and strength.

You should need to take an "open book" way to deal with speaking with clients. Clarify how things
are made/done at your business. For instance, you may utilize every single neighbourhood fixing at
your café. Utilize these subtleties to make an intriguing story.

2.6.3 Have A Clear Outcome

An incredible business story leaves your crowd with something. What exercise was found out in the
story, and what should shoppers gain from hearing it?

Business stories ought to have an unmistakable result. Give a cheerful, interesting message with
noteworthy focuses that force your gathering of people to associate with your image.

Here's another story for you: In the late eighties, my accomplice and I needed to compose
programming, however, we didn't know about the speciality we should seek after. In the wake of
doing huge amounts of research in the phonebook and at the library (there was no web in those
days), we discovered that business offices had an urgent requirement for a selecting system
arrangement. More than thirty years subsequent to propelling our startup, Top Echelon's enrolling
system has several enlisting firms and a great many applicants, which helps contracting experts
make more arrangements.

The story gives a thought of our identity and where we originate from. The result sparkles trust in
our contributions and qualities. You can utilize your business' genuine results to pass on a message
to your clients.

2.6.4 Be Consistent

A scattered brand story leaves clients confounded and uninterested. Ensure your image is reliable
overall correspondence channels. Utilize similar hues, logo, and motto for advanced and print
showcasing materials. The reiteration of pictures and verbiage related to your business makes brand
mindfulness.

You should be reliable when talking about your image. Business narrating takes practice. Know the
story all around before introducing it to clients. This will enable you to recount to the story normally.
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2.6.5 Get Customers Involved

Use business narrating to hit an enthusiastic association with clients. Discussion about how an
occasion identified with your business influenced you and what you realized. This makes a prompt
reaction that makes your story paramount and shareable.

Individuals like to be a piece of stories. Your clients can be characters in your image. Think of
approaches to get your gathering of people included.

For instance, Patriot Software contacted a portion of our clients to hear their startup stories. Odd one
out Boutique and Lamplighter Brewing Co. were among a few organizations included in business
narrating precedents on our blog. Displaying these organizations legitimately connected our clients
to a piece of our story.

Recounting to the narrative of your image is a continuous procedure. Every day, your business
develops, moves, and adds new sections to its story. Make business narrating a fundamental piece of
your activities to pull in and hold clients.

2.7 Problems in the African education system

Africa had been working towards education of their youth, but there are various challenges that the

government need to overcome in order to ensure education for all. There is incresed us eof child

labour that is a mojor determinant in children discontinuing their education. There is lack of proper

facilities like books, labs and infrastructure. In the rural areas girls are the most affected in termsof

proper education delivery.

The quality of education I Africa is not up to the mark. Lack of electricity, clean derinking water

and proper sanitation facilities for students are a few problems to name. A few of the private schools

have been able to cater to these problems but government schools have still not been uplifted and

continue to face these problems thus inhibitinf the students to attend school. Parents of girl students

are often reluctant to send their children to school because of the lack of proper washroom or

defecation areas.Also students have to walk long distances in order to reach their school or

university.

The major factor that causes a hinderance in the education of students in Africa is the lack of well

qualified teachers and professors. The teachers who are employed are often seen n leave or stringent

with their methods of teaching.Schools and Universities are often on strikes which make it difficult

for students to cope. For a 2 year long course a student might have to spend 4years to complete the
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same. African students often look for opportunities to study abroad but they often lack funds or do

not find the opportunity to continue their education. As the vast majority of the African students

can't bear the cost of the Cost of living and educating themselves in abroad which will cost them

exactly a large number of Dollars. The deficiency of interest in instruction and of worldwide

improvement help has obstructed access, quality and the accomplishment of universal focuses for

training.

Figure 4. Teacher absentism graph
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Chapter 3

System Development

As an intern with Anhad I was responsible for developing project staratergies, work on sales

closures, referal and ambassador management, taking interactive university sessions and develop

content for the SLC Classes. Also we were taught to run ad campaingns on facebook and

minimizing the cost that was spent per lead.

The students have been divided into four categories as follows.

Researchers

Go to

expensive

colleges

Donot wish to

pursue higher

education

Target

Audience

The category that is our target audience are the ones who re high on education and low on funds.

The students with high education and high funds have a vsion and plan their education before hand

as they have the funds to sponsor their education. The students students who are low on education

and high on funds donot wish to pursue their degree from olleges that provide a degree at affordable

rates. Students who are low on education and low on funds barely think of pursuing any higher

degree. The students who are high on education and low on funds often search for opportunities

where they can get affordable education and fulfil their dream of higher studies. Such students are

often misguidedby various agents and are looted by them. It is often seen that such students fall in

to trap of these agents and pay hefty amounts for education that does not give them any return.

3.1 Edoofa when compared to an agent

It is necessary to understand that Edoofa is not an agent whereas it is a meta university. Agents

odten exploit students in order to maximize their own profit. Complete information is not provided
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to the students and are often fooled on the pretext of a bright future. The student pays a large sum of

money but does not get anything in return.

Whereas Edoofa aims to help deserving students with life-changing opportunities to further their

career through affordable higher education as well as internship opportunities.Edoofa provides

complete information to the students regarding the universities and the finacial transactions that

they need to make. The main focus of Edoofa is empployability and with the Earn While You Learn

program it ensure that the students become market ready and that their education does not go waste.

Figure 5. Agent Scenario

Figure 6. Edoofa Advantage

Students are not approached by Edoofa, whereas students connect wit Edoofa where they get expert

career counselling. Based on the previous course pursued by the student, the counsellor suggests a

course for the student’s higher degree. This helps our process to be completely transparent and easy
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for the student. Varied courses are available that can be offered based on the aspirations of the

student and their previous course. The eligibility check follows the counselling, which is further

followedby the admission process in case the student gets selected and pays the enrollmwnt fees.

Edoofa makes sure that students get affordable higher education along with industrial exposure.

Figure 7. Why Edoofa

Figure 8. Edoofa Sales Funnel
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3.2 Proposed Flowchart

Connect with
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3.3 Benefits of Edoofa

Figure 9. Benefits of Edoofa

3.3.1 Expert career counselling

Students get an opportunity to get advice from trained counsellors.The counsellors guide the

students through the entire program cycle and the fees they need to pay.They also help them to

choose the appropriate corurse for their career.

3.3.2 Direct interview with college

Edoofa allows students to directly interact with its partner colleges thus insuring transparency in the

process. The university sessions enable us to do so and they also help the students to clear any of

their doubts.
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3.3.3 Free application forms

No other organization otehr than Edoofa provides its students to apply for various colleges under

the same application form. This helps students to save a lot of money that is often wasted while

filling in different application forms for various colleges.

3.3.4 Higher education concierge

Edoofa helps the students right from admission in to the university to the time they complete their

course. Edoof aalso helps with the visa process, travelling expense and also traing and internships.

3.3.5 Statement of purpose and essay

Students get an opportunity to profile their academic and extra-curricular in a SOP (Statement of

Purpose) that helps them to define themselves and attain a higher percentage of scholarship.

3.3.6 Industrial Training

Edoofa’s main focus is employabikity thus once the student arrives in India, he/she is given an

opportunity to gain industrial experience and become job ready. This process begins with a three

months training which helps them to excel in various technical skills like digital marketion,

customer acquisition etc. and soft skills like leadership skills, communication skills, presentation

skills etc. Students donot have to skip classes or go away from their respective colleges as the

training and the projects are given online.

For most of the foreign companies which wish to outsource tehir work, India serves as a market of

chaep labour.This ads to our benefit as it enables us to provide the students with greater number of

job and internshi opportunities. With the Earn While You Learn program students can earn upto

$50-$100 per month wherein they have to invesr 3-4 hours per day for their respective tasks.

In order to prepare the student for the Earn While You Learn program, the SLC Classes were

started. The main aim of SLC Classes was:

 Conditioning of the mindset

 Smooth transition from KAM to SEELS

 Testimonial brigade for Sales

 Mentorship program to prepare them for India
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 Expanding student network

 3 Months Training Program

The three months training that is given to student comprises of three phases as follows:

Phase 1-Basic skill development

Basic skills are inculcated among the students by giving them various assignments. These

assignments help us to know whether the student has a strong command over his language or not.

These assignments help the student improve upon their grammar, coherency and pronunciation.

Since students from the African subcontinent are very laid back, it is very important to tech them

work ethics and how they shall be communicating with their seniors at work. The assignments that

are given help to make sure that there is a change in attitude of the student. Also he becomes

discipline and hard working.

Phase 2:Technical and soft skills development

In this phase students are helped to improve upon their technical and soft skills. With the

assignments given students get to learn leadership skills along with team work. Students are often

made to give online quizzes that help them to improve upon their analytical and logical skills.

Alonside this students are along prepared for interviews wherein they are taught various skills

like :

 Presentation Skills

 Resume Writing

 Group Discussion

 Portfolio Making

Phase 3-Advanced Phase

A student can be required to perform various activities like:

 Digital Marketing

 Sales

 Data Entry

 Community Building
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 Ad Posts

 Market Research

 Content Writing

 Advertising via Email

 Promotional Activities

 Search Engine Optimization

 Event Management

 Video Making

 Survey

 User Acquisition

 Customer Acquisition

Once the student has completed the three months training, he had the right knowledge, skills and

attitude. After the training, the students are allotted specific tasks from various companies that

Edoofa has tied up with. Students are given a brief discription of the company and the output that

they are expected to deliver.

Knowledge provides an answer to the question as to WHAT is teh task. Skill provides an answer to

the question as to HOW the task is to be done. Attitude provides an answer to the question as to

WHY the task has to be done. Thus the KSA framework provides a complete package to teh student.
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Figure 10. The KSA Framework

3.4 Digital/ Social Media Marketing

For any business to succed today it must have a digit presence. It is an efficien and low cost way of

displaying your business idea and cater to a larger audience. For any social marketing model the

following things should be included:

 The social network platform shall be slected

 Having a financial plan for the marketing

 Modification of structure of the inorganization in order to incorporate the digital marketing

into the organization.

 Setting the demographics for the target audience

 Scruitinizing the data that shall be presented on the network.

 Analysing various performance parameters for evaluation of the marketing startegy

The following social networking platforms are used by Edoofa in order to spread their vsion and

increase the traffic on their website.
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3.4.1 Whatsapp

Whatsapp has a large customer base and have made communication along long distances very easy.

Whats app enables us to share media across borders within few seconds and makes the

communication more effective. Also since Whatsapp chats are encrypted, it acts as a safe medium

to exchange information. With the help of Whatsapp we can send personalized marketing messages

to each student thus giving adding a sense of importance among the customers.

The mediunm of Whatsapp is used by Edoofa in orger to connect with the new leads and also carry

out the admission process of the existing students.It acts as the best way to communicate with

students in the technologicaly backward countries like Ghana, Nigeria and Malawi.

Figure 11. Sample Whatsapp Chat

3.4.2 Blogs

Blogs are often considered the most effective way to publicize a business and create an awareness

about their product. Any company that identifies the need for originality of information sort for

blogs and use it to reach the audience via the social media platform. Blogs are an effective way to

showcase your beliefs at a minimal cost. Continuous blog updation helps to engage the interest of

the users and helps in promotion of the business. They definitely help to strengthen and build

relationships with new and existing customers. It creates opportunity for the customers to express

their views and helps people to connect with the brand.
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Edoofa’s blog was constantly updated with the experience of various students with Edoofa in order

to create a montage of the same. Article regarding the current trending courses are are posted in

order to help the students to make informed choices. Apart from this the Visa procedure for various

countries like Ghana, Nigeria, Malawi are also mentioned. Other topics include India as an

educational destination, challenges faced by African students, Edoofa’s team visit to Ghana.

Figure12(a). Blog Advertising for Edoofa

Figure12(b). Blog Advertising for Edoofa
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3.4.3 Instagram

Instagram has acquired greater accepance in the market as a social networking site. All businesses

nowadays have a presence on Instagram and it plays an important part in their marketing strategies.

Instagram also helps us to create professional looking images that further promote any business. It

acts as an ideal platform to connect with our current and potential users. Instagram helps us with the

concept of visual storytelling that is essential for any kind of sales. Also it has been rightly said that

a picture is worth a 1000 words. Various hashtags were used in order to attarct greater audience.

Figure 13. Instagram Advertising for Edoofa
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3.4.4 Facebook

Facebook has helped Edoofa a lot to generate various leads from the African subcontinent. Majority

of Edoofa’s advertisement campaigns are run on Facebook. Facebook provides an efficient way of

running ad campaigns with it ad sets proper demographic specifications can be provided along with

the cost per lead is calculated automatically.

Previously when the student clicked on the ad he was directed to Edoofa’s website, but after a few

campaigns an inbuilt form was attached along with the ad campaign to prevent the leakage of leads

that happened in the previous case.

Figure 14(a). Facebook Ad Campaigns

Figure 14(b). Facebook ad Campaign
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3.4.5 Youtube

Youtube is often used for advertisement to target a particular audience. It is very helpful in

engaging customer interest and creating a community of like minded customers. It als helps to solve

customer problems and is an effective tool to address their queries. It helps us to reach a global

audience and also create testimonials for marketing purpose. Also youtube contet is re-purpose and

re-usable as the content is only created once and can be re-iterated to various customers.Since the

youtube audience is massive and helps to tap the same for our business. Also it provides greater

credibility and sense of belongingness among the customers.

Several videos have been compiled are compiled on a monthly basis to showcase the progress of

students under the Edoofa program. College tours of our partner colleges were also posted.

YouTube served as a great platform to upload the SLC Classes meant for the enrolled

students.Uploading the SLC Classes on YouTube helps us to keep a count on the number of

students who have watches the video as it has been published at unlisted.

Figure 15.SLC Class on Youtube
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Figure 16.Youtube Advertising for Edoofa
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Chapter – 4

Details of execution

For a business like Edoofa, it is very important to analyse and identify the the potential target

audience so that strategies can be framed in a particular way. Since the target audience is students, it

is necessary to understand and identify the problems they face and the changes they wish to see in

their lives. A few pilot tests are made on a a smaller range of audience and then the tactics that

generate the best results are used on the larger market. This phase is known as the lead generation

phase wherein we use paid Facebook advertisements and referral marketing through through the

students who are already registered with us.This helps us to get the interested students to register on

on the Edoofa platform.The leads here refer to the students who show interest in the Edoofa

program.From the Facebook advertisement, upon clicking the students are redirected to the

application form wherein they have to fill the required details.

Figure17. Edoofa Application form.

After a few Facebook advertising campaigns, the link to the application form was removed as it was

reducing the number of leads so an inbuilt form was created that the student had to fill after seeing

the advertisement.With the help of Facebook advertisements and referral marketing the company
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tries to capture the interested student base. This is the “Lead Capture Phase” wherein the aim is to

understand the problems of the leads and what exactly they are expecting from the program.

Figure 18.Few leads from a Facebook campaign in March.

This is followed by the “Lead Sorting Phase” wherein the leads are sorted on the basis of their age

criteria, are of study and gap between two degree courses.A pre generated message is sent to all the

leads with the help of Mailer-lite tool or Automated Chat Pop-ups on the Edoofa website by the use

of Intercom Technology which are not eligible to apply for the program in case they fail to stand on

any of the above mentioned criteria.

After the leads have been sorted, the next phase that follows is the “Lead Conversion” Phase

wherein the lead is assigned to a particular counselor, who then continues the interaction with the

lead over the Whatsapp Platform.In order to provide the benefit of the Edoofa program to a large

student population, the execution of the program has been kept very basic and simple.

A 6 way procedure is followed in order for a student to become a part of the Edoofa Program.This

Is called the Edoofa cycle.
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4.1 EDOOFA Cycle

Figure19. The EDOOFA cycle for students

Phase 1:- Connect with Counselor

After the lead has been allotted to the counselor, the counselor gives a brief introduction and starts

to know about the dreams and aspirations of the student.This acts as one of the most important

factor in counseling as it helps the counselor to clarify any misconceptions that the student might

have regarding the Edoofa program. The main task of the counselor is to provide the all the

necessary information about the Edoofa program to all the students as they might have unrealistic

demands and dreams and may end up feeling fooled by Edoofa. For example there are cases where

students feel that Edoofa is a charitable organization and that it it their right to get free

education.There are often cases where students want to pursue a master’s degree which is complete

contract to their Bachelor’s degree. Since our major target is the African student market, these

students are often clueless and wish to pursue a Master’s degree without the completion of their

Bachelor’s degree.

Therefore it is the task of a counsellor to provide adequate information to the students about the

program so that there is a same level of understanding. It is the responsibility of the counsellor to

ensure that the student is aware of the fact that the cost of education in countries like USA and

Canada is sky rocketing.A few other duties of the counselor include taking in the mark sheets of the

previous course and also take regular updates from the student in case they become inactive.
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Depending upon the previous field of study and aspirations of the each student is offered a course

for their higher education. The student is also made aware of the various benefits of enrolling in the

Edoofa program.The program fee and all the payments he needs to made paying the program fee is

also mentioned. Once the counselor feels that the student has understood everything and is willing

to go ahead with the program, the student is given the Eligibility check form. After filling the form

the student then moves to Phase 2 of the Edooofa cycle.

Figure 20(a).Eligibility check form Figure 20(b). Eligibility check form

Figure 20(c ) . Eligibility check form
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Phase 2:-Eligibility check

In this phase the counselor schedules an interview of the student with the program director. The

student is interviewed by the program director and the students which are found eligible are

shortlisted for the Edoofa program. The interview is taken through voice notes over the Whatsapp

platform wherein a group is created with a respective interview code that is assigned to each student.

The program director takes the interview only if the below mentioned requirements are fulfilled:

 Te transcripts of the previous level of education need to be provided.

 The student must have filled the Eligibility check form

The student is interviewed on various aspects like his dreams and aspiration, the reason for choosing

a particular course and his financial stability to study abroad. He is also asked about his

expectations from the Edoofa program. After considering all the parameters the interviewed

students are divided in to 3 categories namely:

 ACCEPTED :The student has been selected for the Edoofa program

 WAITING: The interview is on hold and required reconsideration

 DECLINED: The student has not been selected for the Edoofa program.

Following this a result is generating for all the interviews of the day.

Figure 21. Generated Interview Result
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Phase 3:- Acceptance letter From Edoofa

After the student has completed the interview and passed the eligibility check, the counselor shares

the result and the Edoofa Acceptance letter if the student has been selected.

Figure 22.EDOOFA acceptance letter

Phase 4:- Enrollment into Edoofa Program

After the acceptance letter has been shared with the student, the enrollment fees needs to be paid by

the student. The Enrollment fees has been kept different for various months as shown in the chart

below.
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Figure 23.Program fee distribution

After the enrollment has been completed, Edoofa starts working on the student’s application and

Statement of Purposr. All these documents are then sent to the University for further process.

Edoofa provides an option of various payment methods. The student can pay the program fee

through the following methods:

 Pypal

 Bank Transfer

 Western Union

Edoofa also has a few community managers in countries like Ghana, Nigeria and Zimbabwe, the

students can also pay their enrolment fees to these managers who in turn transfer the fees to

Edoofa’s account.
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Figure 24.Methods of Payment

Phase 5:University sessions

After the students has completed the payment for the enrolment/program fee the students becomes a

part of the Edoofa program and is connected to the admissions team. The admissions team then

schedules session of the student with various Universities. The student gets a chance to be

interviewed by 3-4 universities and depending upon the student’s performance the quantum of

scholarship is decided and if the student is found eligible a Letter of Intent is issued for the same.

Figure 25.Sample Letter of Intent
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Phase 6:Admission letter from college

After the letter of Intent has been issued from various universities, the student can decide the

university which he wishes to join based on the quantum of scholarship that the University has to

offer. The student is required to pay 25% of the tuition fee in order to reserve a seat with the

particular university. Once the student completes this payment an Admission Acceptance Letter is

issued by the university stating his entire fee structure, with this the admission process of the

student is completed.

Figure 26.Sample Admissions Acceptance Letter

4.2 After Enrollment Process

Once the student has enrolled into the Edoofa program, he/she is entitled to various benefits like the

SLC(SEELS Learning Center) Classes. These classes are meant for the overall development of the

student and also prepare him to work hard for the EWYL(Earn While You Learn Program) when he

comes to India.

At Edoofa, it is believed that the experience of education should not be restricted to the walls of a

classroom. Education is a journey, and Edoofa strives to be with the student every step of the way.

The SEELS Division of the Edoofa Program refers to Students of Edoofa Earning and Learning to
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Success and is responsible for the Earn While You Learn Program once they arrive in India and

designs the curriculum for their SLC Classes. The online SLC classes through online interactions,

educational videos, articles, assignments and tasks aids teh student in their university education

once they arrive in India and also give them excellent educational experience that will provide them

with holistic growth.

The aim of the SLC classes extends beyond education, and strives to provide overall development to

the students. The online interactions aim to give a deeper understanding of their course, guide them

with the Earn While You Learn Program, and provide them with a detailed understanding of Indian

culture and educational system.

The Edoofa Team understands that making the decision to study abroad is a big step and students

must take into consideration factors such as expenses, a new culture, and a more competitive

educational system. But with these challenges there also comes an opportunity to learn, explore and

discover yourself, the passion and their skills and through Edoofa’s higher education experience

become a career-oriented change-maker for themselves and their community. Edoofa’s SLC Classes

imparts them with the necessary knowledge, skills and information to make your higher education

experience abroad the best it can be.

Apart from the SLC Classes the student get an opportunity to take up leadership roles in the Edoofa

student community and also earn some money by helping the students who wish to enroll with

Edoofa. Being part of the student community is a two way benefit as it helps the students build a

network and it helps Edoofa to get more leads into the system.

Figure 27(a).SLC Classes
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Figure 27(b).SLC Classes

4.3 After Student Arrives in India

Once the student has arrived in India he/she has to undergo a three months training during which he

is able to develop various skills like digital marketing, organization, management etc. and soft skills

like communication skills, leadership skills, presentation skills etc. Edoofa then helps them to get

online work opportunities that that will help them to gain employ ability skills while actually

working after their classes.

With this Edoofa makes sure that students get quality education during the course of their degree

and become employable with the help of the three months training and the Earn While You Learn

program and develop the right attitude and necessary mindset for success in their chosen career and

in life.

The online internships that students get are related to data entry, research, digital marketing,

surveying, designing, promotional activities,writing etc. All these projects that are undertaken by

the Edoofa team by various companies and thereby reducing the burden of educational expenses on

students. The team that guides the students is called S.E.E.L.S ( Students of Edoofa Earning &

Learning to Success). The students are trained by the SEELS managers regarding the requirements

of various projects ensure that the expected output is delivered by the students.

The students are compensated for their efforts The compensation is not in form of

cash/salary/wages/stipend, but it is in the form of scholarship credits. These scholarship credits are
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directly transferred to the University that the student is studying in and help to pay a part of their

fees for the given semester.

Figure 28.Student Life cycle with Edoofa
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Chapter-5

Business Metrics and Data Analysis

The various metrics used by Edoofa to determine the success of the business were:

5.1 Cost of Customer Acquisition

The cost of customer acquisition discloses us to amount that is spent on gaining new clients.This is

an important parameter to be aware of as it is an efficient indicator of how the marketing strategies

are performing.The Cost of Customer Acquisition was calculated by dividing the entire cost spent

on acquiring the leads i.e the marketing expenses by the number of leads that were acquired in a

given month.

Cost of Customer Acquisition= Amount Spent on Marketing/Number of acquired leads

5.2 Net Promoter Score

One of the most powerful tool for business is a satisfied customer who would recommend the

company to others.In our case it was the Ambassadors in various customers who would promote th

idea of Edoofa and bring in more referrals. This helped to drive sales only by word of mouth.

There are precisely three type of customers

Promoters: The students who actively sing our praises and and help to increase sales.

Passive: Students who are happy with the program but do not boost about your company.

Detractors: Students who are unhappy with the program and try and spread negative image through

various platforms.
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Figure 29.Net Promoter Score

5.3 Qualified Leads Per Month

All leads are not created equal. There might be hundreds of leads coming in each month but only a

few show interest and have the potential to be converted into sales.Hence it is necessary to quantify

the number of qualified leads rather than the total leads in a month. The quality of leads was a major

determinant of sales in a business like Edoofa. The quality of leads needed to be analyzed with each

advertising campaign that was run.

5.4 Lead-to-Client Conversion Rate
This measure tells us how efficient the sales team has been in converting the leads into sales.This

can be calculated by dividing the number of leads by the number of customers over a given period

of time.In the case of Edoofa it is also known as the average counselling time. Its main aim was to

determine the speed of the entire counselling process and helped to identify the various factors that

caused a delay in counselling. This helped to improve the overall pace of the process and also

increase the overall sales.

During the my training it was observed that there was an approximate rate of 30% sales conversion

at enrollment and the sales conversion rate for registration was about 50%.

5.5 Customer Loyalty and Retention

Customers become the repetitive profit making entities to the company thus it is really important to

have loyal customers and leads to lesser money investment in the process of customer acquisition.
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High customer retention rate helps us with referral marketing and make the business profitable

through required recommendations and online reviews.

Retentin Rate=((CE-CN)/CS)*100

CE-Number of customers at the end of a given period

CN- Number of new customers that were acquired during that period

CS-Number of customers present at the start of the period

5.6 Data Analysis

A major part of the job involved analyzing the daily data. The following data was analyzed

regularly in order to keep a track of the overall customer base:

 New leads

 Dead leads

 Total leads allotted to counselors

 Enrolled students

 Registered students

 Total interviews

 Total accepted interviews

 Interview analysis

 Total Letters of intent shared

 Total Admission Acceptance Letters Shared

 Total responses to SEELS Learning Centre Classes

 Students under ambassadorship program

 Visa process initiations

 Total University sessions
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Analysis of this data helped us to form further strategies that would follow each step and help us in

increasing our client base.

Figure 30. Data Analysis of Sales Conversion.

Figure 31. Ambassador data Analysis
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One of my major roles involved taking daily follow ups with the ambassadors and allotting them

tasks that would help the company generate more referrals and also encourage them for networking

as the business would benefit by their word of mouth.

Figure 32. Each student account data Analysis

Figure 33. Reports of Automation
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